Abstract -Many research papers have been published on first present a [1-3] model for a typical TCP flow, based on RED (Random Early Detection) and variants of RED [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10] [11] [12] . the fluid dynamics theories. Protocol. The size of the window length is used as a feedback R Round trip time (sec) mechanism to control the network's congestion problem. As C Lncpacity ( sec) an example, packet losses are used as the feedback signal for T ropagation delay (sec) reducing the queuing window size in TCP Reno. This N Number of TCP sessions congestion control protocol increases the window length P Probability of packet marked/drop gradually until such time that a packet loss occurs at the gateway, indicating that the transmission bandwidth limits have been reached. At this point, if the transmission source W E [O, Wmaj q E [O, qma,] keeps increasing its window length more packet losses will occur. Therefore, as soon as a packet loss is detected, the Now linearizing [2-3] these equations about an operating source host will reduce its window size to avoid network point Qo (WO, Ro, q0, po), we obtain congestion. 
improve stability of the network flow [4] . In 
designs are based on a mathematical model of the system we dp(t) -p(t) -p0
The total transfer function of the system can be obtained by Plant forward dynamics identification is at the first stage of any model predictive control structure. Figure 5 shows a neural structure for the system model identification [14] . The neural plant model and the actual system outputs are 6qm: is the predicted NN response compared and an error signal is generated which is used to train the neural network. . Figure 8 shows the simulation results with qref set to 560 packets and 10 TCP sessions dropping at 5 seconds into the simulation. As can be seen both algorithms perform well under normal operating conditions, but PI has much worse L , Plant Modeltransient response at onset of the dropped session which causes the dynamics of the plant to change. 
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